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1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum informatics continues to be one of the very fast developing fields of scientific research. Suc
cessful experiments on storage and retrieval of optical information in different media [1–3] raised a new
urgent problem that is transfer of undistorted optical information via resonant medium and creation of
controllable delay or advance lines.
The extremely low group velocity achieved in experiments on slow light was 17 m/s [4]. Considerable
interest was also excited towards multiple experiments on the so called superluminal propagation in a
medium (see, for example [5–10]) where an advance, as compared with vacuum, of the pulse peak value
has been observed. Authors of these works interpret the obtained results as propagation of pulses at the
velocity exceeding speed of light in vacuum and even at negative group velocity. Theoretical consideration
in linear media [11–15] is based on the Fourier formalism. This formalism gives in the first approximation
with respect to dispersion the wellknown expression for the group velocity in a resonant medium,
(1)
where n(ω) is the index of refraction of the medium and ω0 the pulse carrier frequency. 
In the range of anomalous dispersion the derivative ∂n/∂ω is negative and this may lead to not only the
group velocity exceeding c, but to negative group velocity as well.
At first sight, expression (1) describes well the results observed in experiments mentioned above. How
ever, the length of medium in all experiments is much shorter than the spatial size of the pulse and the
observed group advance Tadv = x(1/c – 1/u) is much shorter than the pulse duration. The questions
whether the lengthening of medium would have lead to the increase in the group advance and how long is
the longest possible Tadv remain thus unanswered. Moreover, the concept of the group velocity of an opti
cal pulse in a resonant medium and the limits of applicability of this concept require more detailed study.
As approximation of a medium without dispersion (inertia less), which in microscopic consideration cor
responds to the approximation where the populations of atomic levels track the instantaneous value of the
field, i.e., the adiabatic approximation, it may be assumed that the first order with respect to dispersion
corresponds to the allowance for the first nonadiabatic correction.
The present work is an attempt to analyze the problem of superluminal propagation, in particular, from
the point of view of causality principle; we choose for this purpose the simplest model where anomalous
dispersion is possible, namely a medium of inverted twolevel atoms. We will obtain the conditions of
validity of the notion of group velocity and estimate the value of longest possible group advance.
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2. SOLUTION OF PROPAGATION EQUATION
Propagation of a short laser pulse in a resonant medium consisting of twolevel atoms is described by
the system of Maxwell and Schrödinger equations, 
(2)
where Ω is the Rabi frequency of the pulse, a1,2 the amplitudes of the two atomic states, δ the detuning,
and q = 2πωd2N/hc. Note that we use here the Schrödinger equation with neglecting relaxations, hence
this formalism is valid only in case of pulses whose duration is much shorter than all relaxation times. This
will be the case under consideration in what follows.
By combining the equations above we can obtain the following equation of propagation (in running
coordinates x and τ = t – x/c):
(3)
where σ is the atomic level population difference, σ = |a2|2 – |a1|2. In linear approximation σ = 1 for the
inverted medium and σ = –1 for the unexcited medium.
Equation (3) should be solved under the boundary and initial conditions Ω(τ,x = 0) = Ω0(τ) and
Ω(τ↔ ∞,x) = 0. The last condition follows from the initial condition imposed on the medium where all
atoms should be in their initial state before the interaction with the pulse. In adiabatic approximation, i.e.,
neglecting the terms of the order (Tδ)–1, Eq. (3) is reduced to ∂Ω/∂x + iqσΩ/δ = 0, whose solution is
Ω(t,x) = Ω0(t–x/c)exp(iqxσ/δ). Thus, in adiabatic approximation the pulse envelope travels in the
medium at the velocity c and for the medium index of refraction the wellknown expression n = 1 + qσ/δ
is obtained and the pulse group velocity should equal
u = c/(1 – cqσ/δ2) (4)
in accordance with formula (1). So, the group velocity may be not only higher than c, but it may also be
negative and even infinite depending on the value of the parameter cqσ/δ2.
Consider now the complete solution to Eq. (3), which satisfies the conditions above; it is given in the
book [16]:
(5)
Here  is the modified Bessel function. As follows from the analysis of this solution, which contains the
entire dispersion series, the pulse suffers during propagation in medium the so called “lethargic amplifi
cation” [17–18] (not related with the relaxation constant Γ). At long times when the condition
 is met, it follows from expression (5) that 
Consider now the propagation length where the time of group advance may become of the order of the
pulse duration. By substituting the value Tδ2 instead of qx into the exponent, one obtains an amplification
of the order  With such an essential amplification, on the one hand, nonlinear effects will
unavoidably be displayed and, on the other hand, it becomes meaningless to speak about the pulse prop
agation at a group velocity (i.e., without change in shape). 
Figure 1 shows the spatial evolution (at different travelling lengths) of the temporal shape of the pulse
envelope for different values of parameter Tδ. The plots are constructed from the formula (5). As seen in
the figures, the pulse front moves at the velocity c and the consequences of lethargic amplification are
apparent. Sufficiently far from resonance (lower right figure) distortions of the pulse shape begin at the
distance qxT = 4. Closer to resonance (lower left figure) they begin at qxT = 2, while at qxT = 4 they are
already considerable. Furthermore, at qxT = 6 and qxT = 4 (upper right plots) the temporal shape of the
pulse has actually nothing common with the incident pulse shape. Finally, very close to resonance (upper
left curves) pulse envelope changes dramatically at already qxT = 1. (For example, for rubidium vapor with
N = 1013 cm−3 we obtain q = 1010 CGS and hence qxT = 1 for nanosecond pulses corresponding to a length
of about 0.1 cm).
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3. DISCUSSION
The solution (5) is obtained by means of Laplace transformation with respect to x. But, as the equation (3)
has constant coefficients, it allows also applying Fourier transformation with respect to time. This proce
dure results in the solution appearing usually in references:
(6)
We observe that this solution does not describe the lethargic amplification; the pulse energy is preserved
during propagation in the medium (|Ω(ω,x)|2 = |Ω0(ω,x = 0)|2). This contradiction is explained by the fact
that the expression (6), although being a solution to the Fouriertransformed equation, is not the solution
to the considered problem with its initial conditions, because it does not go to zero when t ↔ ∞. Hence, only
expression (5) should be considered as the correct solution. It should be noted that the expression (6) gives,
in the first approximation with respect to dispersion, the same expression for the group velocity as above (4),
but the condition of validity of the first dispersion approximation following from (6) is Tadv  T (where T is
the characteristic time of variation of the pulse envelope, which for smooth pulses may be defined as the
pulse duration at half–maximum) and allows large group advance, e.g., exceeding the pulse duration even
by an order of magnitude. 
As the direct analysis of the exact solution (5) is rather cumbersome, let us go back to the equation (3).
If we separate the rapidly oscillating phase exp(iqx/δ) and pass to new variables z = x and ξ = τ + qx/δ2,
we obtain for Ω1(t,x) = Ω(t – x/c)exp(–iqxσ/δ)
(7)
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the normalized Rabi frequency of the pulse for different propagation distances and different
detunings.
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Neglecting the terms of the order qxσ/Tδ2, we have
(8)
Solution to this equation with the initial conditions above is Ω1(ξ,z) = Ω0(ξ) = Ω0(t – x/u) with u being
the group velocity as defined in (3). The group advance (in units of T) is in this case qx/Tδ2  1. This
approximate solution describes correctly the pulse motion within only time intervals satisfying the condi
tion under which it was obtained, i.e., close to the pulse peak. At longer times (|t| > T) the qx/δ2 must be
omitted, so the pulse front travels at the speed c. If we rewrite the last condition as 
(qx/δ2)(x/cT) << 1, (9)
we observe that at high values of the first factor the notion of the group velocity exists for only the distances
much shorter than the spatial size of the pulse. At larger distances the pulse energy suffers dramatic
changes because of the lethargic amplification.
Note that lethargic amplification may also lead to violation of linear approximation, but this is out of
scope of the present study.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, we can state the following. The criterion of applicability of the concept of the group
velocity is the inequality (9). At longer distance the pulse shape and hence the optical information it car
ries suffers essential distortion via lethargic amplification. The correct solution to the problem is in full
agreement with the causality principle, and the possible group advance is always much shorter than the
pulse duration.
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